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In recent years, with the advent of the information age, people will do nothing 
without the information technology in their daily life and work, which will be 
especially used in the interior construction area of large medical and shopping malls 
and other large service industry. Floor space and layout complexity gives people a 
guide problem. In order to improve service quality, reduce the human and material 
resources, and improve the efficiency of query Road, intelligent information 
technology is becoming a better way to solve the problem. 
In view of the large service industry interior space and complex layout problems, 
numerous surveys had be conducted. This article analyzes how to quickly find the 
location problem for people in large medical, shopping malls and other services. 
According to the actual situation and the needs of users, we design and manufacture 
the intelligent indoor electronic building navigation system. 
This paper uses the development tool based on Flash8.0, which used as the basis 
for the development of indoor electronic navigation system. Animation design of 
Flash8.0 can satisfy the uses with its efficient development, and Flash embedded 
script can support the intelligent man-machine dialogue -- the algorithm of shortest 
path first algorithm (Dijkstra algorithm). Shortest path first algorithm can help to 
avoid wasting time at circumlocution for uses in a large indoor architectural guide 
way process, which greatly improves the efficiency of query path. In addition, this 
system also uses the Access database and ASP web development technology. The 
using of the Access database provides the professional processing method for 
electronic map data storage and search; the development of ASP network technology 
makes the navigation system maintain and update more flexible and convenient in the 
future. 
By combining the above development technology, it not only solved problems 
encountered in large indoor building inquiry road, but also made the system 
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上述两按键都不选择，系统将再 60 秒后自动回到主菜单。 

















1、图像数据：导航系统以 CAD 图为基础，通过专业的绘图软件将 CAD 图
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